Some Background Context:
A few months ago, we launched the beta version of Rare Bits - a marketplace for crypto assets/digital collectibles. At the time, our approach/goal for
the homepage design was that it should showcase a variety of popular crypto assets that users would find interesting and to highlight all the growing
activity in the space.
Screenshot of our homepage today, which is the design we launched with in early Feb (though we’ve certainly added many more crypto assets along
the way)

Some Post-Launch Learnings:
After launch, we received a lot of positive feedback from early users of Rare Bits and the broader community. Our homepage was a great “front door”
experience into the crypto assets/digital collectibles landscape as there was always new and exciting content on display.
However, while there was a lot of user traﬃc to our site, auction activity (actual buying and selling of crypto assets) took a bit longer to ramp up. Our
diagnosis was two-fold:
We needed better on-boarding and user education on the homepage. While there’s a ton of interesting content, it might not be so clear what you can
do on our platform and how to get started.
We needed better curation of content on the homepage. Users ultimately care about buying and selling crypto assets for games/applications they are
actively engaged in, so we need an experience that matches their true intent.
The Design Exercise/Deliverables:
We would love for you to take a stab at redesigning our homepage, given some of the goals and learnings stated above. You can change up the visual
patterns, the UI layout, the overall UX - whatever you think represents your perspective on an improved design.
You don’t need to deliver something that is super high-fidelity or production ready. We’re more interested in your approach to solving problems, your
design process, and your visual style.

